Valuations have always been time specific and, if properly undertaken, are supposed to give a true reflection of property market conditions at any given point in time. In periods of economic decline, when properties are leased or tend to exchange hands at rents or prices lower than their true market value, a need to capture the explicit growth rate associated with an instability in the property market arises. With the Nigerian economy currently facing its worst recession in years, the onus is on valuers to adopt contemporary methods of valuation which seek to mirror the true situation of the property market at any point in time; something which, hitherto, conventional methods of valuations have failed to do. This paper therefore takes a pilot survey of the types of investment valuation models currently adopted by valuers when carrying out valuations of reversionary properties in a recession. The study seeks to highlight the knowledge gap of valuers, both in practice and in the academia, concerning the use of the Equated yield and DCF explicit growth method of valuation, and hence enlighten them and the general public on its use as a more appropriate method of valuing properties during a downturn.
Introduction
Recession is a business cycle contraction when an economy records two consecutive quarters of negative growth in real GDP. During this period, there is usually a decline in certain macroeconomic indicators, such as employment, investment spending, capacity utilization, household income and business income (CBN 2012; CRASHAW 2009; OYESIKU 2009) . GDP, which refers to the Gross Domestic Product, is the value of all final goods and services produced within a given period of time. Mathematically, it can be represented as
where: C -Consumption (The spending by households on goods and services, except purchases of new housing.
Fig 1. The Boom and Bust Cycle. Source: FRENCH (2011).
It is clear from the formula above that real estate plays an important role in the GDP of any economy and when a recession occurs, investment in this sector generally tends to be characterized by a high cost of building materials, long void periods, low occupancy rates and high vacancy rates (BELLO, BELLO 2007) . In the case of Nigeria, the recession of 2015 came about as a result of both endogenous and exogenous factors, ranging from a fall in the global price of crude oil to poorly thought out fiscal policies seen by the apex bank of the country -the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), changing the fixed rate in the country to a floating one, leading to an escalation in foreign exchange rates (OLADAPO 2016) . A multiplier effect of the recession saw investments in real estate bottom out considerably and rental values plummet due to reduced supply and high vacancy rates. This meant that properties which were let at a market rent (rack-rented) prior to the recession were now going for much less and, as such, had now become over-rented; hence, the need to capture the change in the property market by valuers became of even greater necessity. As posited by (Bello & Bello, 2007) , the current conventional investment method of valuation by Nigerian practitioners lacks merit and, with its emphasis on using the implicit nature of the All Risk Yield (ARY), is inappropriate in the valuation of freehold investment of a reversionary nature. This paper therefore takes a look at the conventional methods of erroneously valuing reversionary freehold properties in Nigeria by valuers with the initial and ARY, and throws more light on the equivalent yield with an explicit real value growth model as a more appropriate contemporary method of valuing properties in a downturn. Research questionnaires will be distributed to professional valuers and academics alike, posing them with a model valuation question of a property to be valued in a downturn. The results from respondents will be discussed and compared with the model answer. The paper will conclude with recommendations and policy implications of applying a more contemporary approach to reversionary properties.
Literature review -conventional methods of valuing reversionary properties
There are two main approaches to the market valuation of investment properties. The first is the conventional approach which applies a capitalization rate to the current income flow with no explicit assumptions made about future value changes with the exception that, when the lease comes to an end, the valuer assumes that the income will revert back to the open market value (the reversionary value or reversion). The yield used is the ARY and implicitly incorporates future rental growth and risk. The second approach is the DCF explicit approach, which estimates the present value of a future income at an appropriate rate (equivalent yield), taking into consideration assessment of growth www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 26, no. 3, 2018 return, risk and assumptions about future lease and other events (CROSBY, HENNEBERY 2016) . To be able to fully understand the irrationality behind the current use of conventional methods in the valuation of reversionary properties by valuers in Nigeria, the concept of market rent and market value have to be spelt out first. The various types of yields will also need to be highlighted to demonstrate market conditions underpinning the workings of valuations at any particular point in time.
The International Valuation Standard Council (IVSC, 2017) defined both market and rent and value as follows:
Market rent is the estimated amount for which a property would be leased on the valuation date between a willing lessor a willing lessee on appropriate lease terms in an arm's length transaction after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.
Market value is the estimated amount for which an asset or liability should be exchanged on the valuation date between a willing buyer in an arm's length transaction after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.
From the above it is clear that, in determining the market value of any investment property, consideration has to be taken of like comparables at any given point in time. Lease terms and rents from comparables similar to the subject property make it easier to arrive at the value using an ARY because of the stability in the market and a substantial number of transactions. However, when the market is in a bust, adjustment of lease terms and yields is more heuristic and will involve using a yield that reflects the downturn in the market at that particular point in time (FRENCH 2013) . With most of the early valuers in Nigeria educated in the UK, it is easy to understand the disillusionment of the present crop of valuers over the inadequacy of yields used in market valuation of investment properties. A mismatch between values presented by local market evidence and values arrived at using UK literature, especially the valuation table, meant that valuers in Nigeria had to tweak the yield to ensure that theoretically computed values are brought to par with actual market prices (IGBOKO 1992; LERAMO 1992) . Hence, (OGUNBA et al. 2005) employed Nigerian valuers to compensate for investors' expectations of income growth during a recession by using yields that were reversionary in nature, as the use of an ARY or initial capitalization rate overvalues the term and undervalues the reversion. FRENCH and PATRICK (2015) , in their definition of yield, summarized it as a benchmark in percentage terms of the attractiveness of an investment. They highlighted a plethora of property yields, some of which are very popular with valuers in Nigeria, such as the Net Initial Yield and All Risk Yield used to value rack-rented properties, and others which are hardly used, like the equivalent yield used to value reversionary properties.
Net Initial Yield and All Risk Yield
With reference to a fully let (rack-rented) property using the market rent as net income, the net initial yield is simply the ratio of the initial net rent over the gross capital (price). It is the yield that the investor will accept initially, knowing all the risks and growth associated with that property. NIYs derived from several comparables can be analyzed to determine an appropriate capitalization rate for the valuation of a subject property. This appropriate capitalization rate is what we term the All Risk Yield (ARY) (FRENCH, PATRICK 2015) .
Example 1
Value a fully let freehold interest with a net income of N20,000 per annum. Recently let rack-rented comparables just sold in the open market for N300,000. This is by far the most popular method of valuing rack-rented properties in Nigeria and the ARY used is meant to reflect a multitude of factors ranging from return of capital, management costs, and depreciation, to the cost of selling. In the absence of sufficient sales transactions, the use of the ARY lacks credibility, especially in a country like Nigeria, where records of sales are not readily available. This non-availability of records can also be attributed to the current downturn in the Nigerian property market characterized by a lack of transaction evidence. Hence, valuers are confined to subjectively selecting capitalization rates or using yields which do not interpret the current market conditions. The multiplier effect of this is wide variation in value estimates and discrepancies in the valuation reports of identical income-producing properties (FRENCH 2006; IFEDIORA 1993) . The YP (Years Purchase) used in the solution above is termed the Capitalization factor, which allows for the systematic return of capital over the life of the investment. In the case of freehold interest with income for a fixed period in excess of 60 years, or in perpetuity, or if a property is let at rack-rent, with market evidence of capitalization rates like the example above and YP in perp (1/i) used to capitalize the rent passing. This in valuation terms is also known as level annuity (BAUM, MACKMIN, NUNNINGTON 2011) . 
Reversionary/equivalent yield
BAUM, MACKMIN and NUNNINGTON (2011) , in trying to distinguish between equated and reversionary yield, defined reversionary yield as a weighted average yield to be expected from an investment in terms of current rental value and without allowing for future growths in rental income. Also known as the IRR (Internal Rate of Return) of an investment, it is the appropriate yield used to value a reversionary property (whether over-rented or under-rented). The reversionary yield, on the other hand, is the ratio of the reversionary rent over the capital value of a reversionary property. The trial rates of both initial and reversionary yields assuming no future rental value growth are termed an equivalent yield. Reversionary properties first came into vogue in , when the UK property market first crashed. Prior to this, property was valued based solely on derivation of yields (NIY & ARY) from the comparative analysis of transactions of similar properties. Inflation at that time (in the 1950s) was seen as a fluctuating phenomenon rather than a persistent one, and when bond yields rose due to post-war inflation in the late 1950s, property capitalization rates rose too. The UK property market had always been characterized by long occupational leases (21 years, 42-90 years) with no rent reviews for prime assets. The property crash of 1970 brought about an introduction of rent freeze on commercial properties. This restricted a landlord to the receipt of existing rents only, even when the original lease allowed for increased rents. Investors realized that current income was more secure than the prospective increase at a rent review and the risk differential between the current income and the potential reversionary uplift was highlighted.
This led to the standardization of leases at 25 years with upward only rental reviews, which protected landlords from the rising costs of repair by transferring full responsibility for repairs and insurance on the tenant. Valuers distinguished between income derived from the existing rent and any prospective increase in rent at rent review or upon reversion (end of the lease). This gave birth to incomes being sliced horizontally rather than vertically. This technique reflected the changing perspectives of investors and valuers between agreed rents and the less certain level of those rents in the future by intuitively adjusting the yield between transactions from comparable properties and the subject property to highlight the perceived risks (CROSBY, HENNEBERY 2016) . Nigeria was colonized by the United Kingdom and, as such, most of the early academics and practicing surveyors were trained in the UK and inherently adopted this method of valuation which erroneously believed that rent passing at the time of a lease or at the termination of a lease had more value than a lease with an www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 26, no. 3, 2018 unexpired term or one which was yet to be entered into. This meant that the term was capitalized at a lower yield than the reversion to highlight the perceived riskiness of income to be received some time in the future. Below are some of the conventional methods used by Nigerian valuers and academics in valuing freehold reversionary (both under rented and over-rented) properties during the 90s, and erroneously still widely used in practice today. 
Example 2
Value the freehold interest in an office building let on a 15-year lease, having 4 years to run and producing a net income of N250,000 per annum. The rental value is N600,000 per annum. The freehold capitalization rate based on market evidence of comparable properties is 7% Using Term and Reversion Method (Under-rented)
Example 3
Value the freehold interest in a property let on a 15-year lease, having 4 years to run and producing a net income of N600,000 per annum. The rental value is N250,000 per annum. The freehold capitalization rate based on market evidence of comparable properties is 7%. The rationale behind using the layer method was that, against the background of significant rental growth in the previous years, an investor buying a reversionary freehold interest would be purchasing a relatively safe income stream for a few years up to the next rent view. On review, there was perceived to be no chance of the rent falling below the current rent passing, and a very slim chance of it falling far enough below the estimated rental value to reach back down to the rent passing. Given a long lease, this completely secure bottom slice, extending well into the future, could be perceived to be less risky than the reversionary increase to rental value. This top slice part of the valuation suffers from risks in that the expected rental growth might not be realized and the estimate of current rental value might be incorrect. As it is a top slice income, any possible errors in these estimates will change the value of the top slice out of all proportion to those errors as it is a volatile cash flow (CROSBY 2016) . It is pertinent to state here that the layer technique came about as result of the open-ended rent freeze policy imposed by the conservative UK government in 1971 (as a result of rising inflation due to lack of supply), which prevented landlords from charging higher rents and partaking in the growth of their properties. This introduced an unprecedented level of uncertainty in the property market and valuers had to naturally and innovatively start viewing the top slice (reversion) as a completely new flow of income on top of the continuation of the term income. The cash flow was split horizontally into a layer/hardcore and a top slice. The layer could be valued at an ARY that reflected the security of the continuing layer income, and then, the top slice could be valued at a much higher yield that reflected the uncertainty of the top slice not being achieved at a reversion but at a later date (FRENCH 2013) . For an over-rented property, like the example above, the overage was assumed to be riskier than the core because it is totally dependent on the tenant's ability to continue paying substantially over the real rental value. With no growth potential, the top slice was valued as a terminable, risky, fixed income. A criticism of this method is that the Estimated Rental Value (ERV) is double-counted as the income flow is valued twice. The ARY of 7% (growth implicit yield) used to capitalize the ERV shows that, even though the rent passing is higher than the ERV, the growth at each rent review eats into the overage. Although the overage actually diminishes during the lease term, the valuation assumes that it stays the same. Another criticism was that the overage might be eliminated before the end of the lease and, therefore, the valuation of the overage for 11 years might be too long. To remedy the flaws in the valuation of an over-rented property, especially in an economy like Nigeria, which is currently facing a recession (with few property transactions and declining property values), the need to use an appropriate yield that reflects the current state of the Nigerian property market and captures growth once the market has bottomed out has necessitated the need for adopting a more contemporary method of valuing properties in a downturn.
Equated Yield
The equated yield technique is a contemporary investment valuation technique postulated by Phillip Marshall in the mid-1970s which he termed "equated yield analysis" (MARSHALL 1976) . The technique made use of an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) to distinguish between a redemption yield and an all risk yield (growth implicit capitalization rate) used in conventional property investment appraisals. The basis of the equated yield technique is that it increases the rent by rental growth before discounting at equated yield (UDO 2009). There are two main forms of the equated yield technique; these are: (a) Equated Yield Technique by Formula: The main purpose of the equated yield technique by formula is to establish a summation model to create a multiplier for use with the current rental value to arrive at the capital value of the property. The capital value is the summation of the discounted value of each tranche of income. The format of the equated yield technique by explicit DCF is such that the discounting process will reduce the value of future tranches of income (whether freehold or leasehold) to a nominal amount, by which point the cash flow projection may cease (Baum and Crosby, 1988, 118) . It is an explicit cash flow model presented in a format that all growth potential of the investment is made obvious. In the appraisal of freehold property investment, the discounting process may be inconveniently lengthy and, to solve the dilemma, the shortened explicit cash flow model was proposed and recommended for use in the termination of cash flow projection at an envisaged resale point (UDO 2009). The assumption of a resale point in the investment market would coincide with a reversion or rent review, making it possible to terminate the cash flow projections, replacing future cash flows by the resale price. The resale price is arrived at by capitalization of the then rental values at a rate which implies future rental growth.
Contemporary method of valuing properties using the equated yield and growth explicit method
FRENCH (2013) outlined the following issues a valuer needs to address when valuing an over-rented property: 1) Deriving an appropriate equivalent yield (capitalization rate) from the analysis of other overrented comparables on the market, suitably adjusted to reflect the risks and benefits associated with the subject property. If no such comparables exist, the valuer should analyze similar reversionary properties and adjust the yield accordingly to reflect the over-rented nature of the subject property. 2) Determining the appropriate MR for the cash flow by reference to the lease of the subject property. 3) The valuer will need to assess at what time, if any, the Market Rent (MR) will have grown sufficiently for the rent review clause to be invoked, so that the rent will increase at a future rent review. It is possible for MRs not to grow and the over-renting to continue for the duration of the lease. 4) The valuation should also reflect the current market conditions. These current market conditions shall include risk free rate, rent review, risk premium, and the target rate (equated yield) of the investor. One of the most important inputs in an income valuation process is the equated yield of such an investment. BAUM and CROSBY (2007) suggest that the equated yield should be a percentage in returns rewarding enough to compensate the investor for the loss of capital in the investment forgone, that is the return that would have been gotten if capital had been invested in conventional gilts plus a risk www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 26, no. 3, 2018 premium. BALL et al. (2012) explains this further enthusing that "a conventional gilt provides a riskless nominal rate of return, its gross redemption yield, which can be used as a building block to consider pricing in other asset markets. It is a measure of total return, derived from explicit analysis of expected cash flows, and can be considered as a reward for loss of illiquidity. Any other investment which involves risk must be expected to provide a higher return". He argues, however, that index-linked gilts, which are a relatively new form of investment, offer compensation for inflation and reflect changes in the real risk rate much more than the conventional gilts, as conventional gilts reflect only expected inflation. If held to redemption, it cannot be protected against unexpected inflation. This assertion tends to go in tandem with (BAUM, CROSBY 2007) who are of the belief that, because of this anomaly, indexed-linked government bonds are used more as a proxy for risk-free rates than conventional gilts, although there is a risk that nominal return is uncertain. Hence the target rate which is indexed-linked, bonds used as a proxy for risk-free conventional gilts, plus a risk premium can be represented mathematically as R N = RF R + I E + RP (2) where: R N -Gross redemption yield on conventional gilts. RF R -Risk Free Rate.
RP -Risk Premium Hence Target Rate TR= RF R + RP
In choosing a risk-free rate of return in Nigeria, we are faced with the dilemma of choosing between treasury bills and federal government bonds. Treasury bills are short-term securities issued by the Central Bank of Nigeria on behalf of the Federal Government of Nigeria at a discount for a tenor ranging from 91 to 364 days, such that the income received is the difference between the purchase price and the amount received at maturity or prior to the sale. Treasury bills have zerodefault risk, are task free, and the yield/income on investment can be automatically reinvested in a higher investment (CBN 2017) . Federal Government bonds, on the other hand, are long-term debt securities issued by the debt management office on behalf of the government with assurance of paying a periodic interest alongside with the principal at maturity. They are considered risk-free and relatively safe. This, and the fact that the coupon payments are fixed, makes them vulnerable to rises in inflation. FG bond prices tend to fall as inflation rises, because the purchasing power erodes. Interest in FG bonds is paid semi-annually and is exempt from taxes (DMO 2017) . At the time of writing this paper, maturity dates of bonds in Nigeria are either pegged at 4 years 3 months, 9 years 11 months or 20 years, and yield 15.9899%, 16.2430% and 16.2499% respectively. Pursuant to the Debt Management Office (Establishment) Act of 2003, the Federal Government in April of 2017 introduced new FG retail saving bonds, which have 2-year and 3-year maturity at 13.189% and 14.189% respectively. They are similar to the former FG bonds, but the only difference is that interest is paid quarterly (DMO 2017). To mimic index-linked bonds of the UK, which are paid semi-annually with long-term maturities, and whose coupon rates are adjusted using RPI as a proxy for inflation, the RFR adopted in this paper will be the 20-year bonds because of the long-lease term (15 years expired) of the subject property. The yield of the 20-year FG retail bond is approximately 16%, thus about 1.26% below the present inflation rate of the country, which currently stands at 17.26%.
Example 4:
Value the freehold interest as of today of an office building in a prime area let on 15-year lease, having 4 years to run and producing a net income of N600,000 per annum with 2-year upwards only rent review. The current rental value is N250,000 per annum. A similar property was sold for N12,000,000 six months ago. Tenant covenant is strong even though the market is in a downturn and investor's target rate is 21% (16% risk free rate of FG 20-year bonds plus 5% property risk premium)
Equivalent yield analysis
If a property is let at less than its rental value, yield analysis cannot be just:
-Initial yield = 600,000/12,000,000=0.05%, -Reversionary Yield = £250,000/12,000,000=0.02% -Needs Equivalent yield or weighted average, so the valuation needs to be done backwards -Unexpired term to next rent change = 4years 
Growth analysis
The contemporary valuation would take cognizance of growth. This growth would be calculated using a target rate. The target rate would take into account the risk premium of the property plus the going risk-free rate in the economy. As was highlighted before, the adopted RFR would be 13%. A property RP of 5% shall be assumed for the property considering the location of the property and tenant covenant strength. A target rate of 21% (16% + 5%) would therefore be used throughout this valuation process to determine the growth. This target rate of 21%, also known as the equated yield, will help to determine at what rate the capitalization rate of 3% should grow annually. Unlike the property market in the UK, which has statutory 5-years upward rent reviews, Nigeria has no statutory rent review but, on average, rents are reviewed upwards every 2 years and, for the purpose of this paper, shall be adopted in analyzing the growth. The basis of this model is that the current estimated rental value is increased by rental growth at each expected rent review period to a future projected rental income. The projected income is then discounted to present values at equated yield. The present value of the future tranches of income diminish in value as the holding period approaches the end and, at that point, future income flows are replaced by the resale price.
Valuation of over-rented properties: pilot study
In 2017, a short pilot study of valuers in Nigeria was carried out to determine how conversant valuers were with the use of the equivalent and explicit growth method of valuing reversionary properties in Solution Estimated Rental Value =N = 600,000 YP of whole term 16 9,600,000 Valuation 10,000,000 a downturn. The questionnaires were distributed to 20 practicing professional real estate surveyors and valuers (both in practice and academia), but only 10 were returned. The results can be viewed as indicative of the knowledge of the respondents as of the time of writing this research paper. The distributed questionnaire consisted of both open-and closed-ended questions which gave the respondents a chance to fully express themselves and participate adequately in the survey. The sample over-rented valuation solved in this paper was also included in the questionnaire for valuers to attempt to solve. The outcome of the survey suggests the following: -All respondents are engaged in real estate valuation, but very few believed they had carried out valuations of over-rented properties in the last year. -The valuers' knowledge of reversionary properties was limited to only freehold properties which were let out for a certain number of years and reverted back to the original owners. There was no reference to rental change. -Initial yield was found to be the staple diet of valuers in practice, even when market rents in comparison to rents passing had fallen. -Valuers faced a dearth of information when determining and adjusting for yields in carrying out their valuations. -Most valuers still made use of the conventional hardcore and layer methods for valuing overrented properties without adequate provision for growth. -Valuers were conversant with the equated yield method but were not knowledgeable enough to apply it in the valuation of over-rented properties. -Although most of the respondents applied two-year rent review patterns to their valuations, there was a general consensus from the respondents that the federal government had a role to play in fixing standard rent review periods in accordance with the activities in the property market. -A few of the respondents took cognizance of the happenings in the financial market when undertaking their valuations, while others based theirs on outgoings. -Contemporary methods of investment valuations are taught in institutions of higher learning but are hardly applied in practice, hence the gap between knowledge and practice. -Only one respondent attempted the sample valuation and came up with a valuation figure of N=10,714,285.00.
Conclusions and recommendations
This research has tried to bridge the knowledge gap that exists between valuers in Nigeria when it comes to valuing over-rented properties. The use of the traditional layer method of valuing reversionary over-rented properties is outdated as, these days, the risks are all perceived to be with the reversion (market rent) and its ability to grow and even surpass the rent passing at the next review if the unexpired term is long. The current recession facing the Nigerian economy today has caused a downturn in the property market which has made it even more difficult to determine ARY for valuations. Equivalent yield has been found to be the best yield for analyzing and valuing an overrented property, as it reconciles both initial and reversionary yields of an over-rented property using trial rates of (Net Present Values) NPVs, which mirror the true state of the market at any given point in time. There is need for the Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers (NIESV) to carry out research to document yields and risk premiums of different property types at least twice a year, as this would go a long way in assisting valuers who, at the moment, are currently face a dearth of information when it comes to applying the appropriate yields when carrying out their valuations. The two-year rent review patterns currently used by valuers if adopted by the NIESV should be made statutory, as tenancy agreements have shown that yearly and three-year rent review patterns are also in vogue. It is recommended that the NIESV should take a cue from the RICS (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors) in the UK and, in conjunction with the federal government, come up with a standard rent review pattern which is made statutory and cuts across all investment properties so as to ensure some degree of uniformity amongst valuers when carrying out their valuations. Also, the education board of the NIESV has its work cut out for it if it is to improve the lot and skill set of valuers. Contemporary methods of valuation are already taught in tertiary institutions but should also be taught to valuers in practice through refresher courses as a means of updating their existing knowledge. Symposiums and lectures should be organized every now and then with experts from the financial sector to help keep valuers abreast of happenings in this sector. This is very important as the www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 26, no. 3, 2018
real estate sector cannot function effectively without the financial sector. Both sectors go in tandem, and a knowledge of the financial sector puts not just investors but also valuers in a better position to interpret the property market accurately. The NIESV, in conjunction with Real Estate funds in the country, should be able to research and publish, quarterly or yearly, the minimum threshold rate of return for equity investments (current risk premium that commercial property investors are willing to accept as an average minimum return above the RFR for equity investments. It is worthy to note that the equivalent yield and explicit growth method adopted here in valuing over-rented properties can also be used in the valuation of under-rented properties. Times are changing fast and the property market is more volatile than ever; thus the need to move from the norm and adapt our valuations to the current state of the market cannot be over-emphasized. Finally, it is pertinent to state here that the findings of this study are limited to the Nigerian market during a recessionary period and, although the contemporary equated yield and DCF explicit growth methods of valuation have been used in countries like the UK and Nigeria to achieve better results, the layer, term and reversion models are still very popular among valuers all over the world. It is yet to be seen if these contemporary methods of valuation are best suited for the over-rented property markets of other countries, hence the need for further research. having 4years to run and producing a net income of N600,000 per annum with 2year upwards only rent review pattern. The current rental value is N250,000 per annum. A similar property was sold for N12,000,000 six months ago. Tenant covenant is strong even though the market is in a downturn and investor's target rate is 21%. Kindly make all necessary assumptions 
